
Ecosystems
Terrestrial: LAND based ecosystems. 

● Grassland/Savanna: Fertile soil, fewer trees, mostly tall grasses, roaming 
animals. 

● Rainforest: Lots of precipitation, most diverse plants & animals. 
● Deciduous Forest: Ecosystem where we live. Trees lose leaves in fall.
● Tundra: Poor soil quality, few trees, little vegetation, very cold. 
● Desert: Little to no precipitation. Plants & animals adapt to save water.

Aquatic: WATER based ecosystems.
● Freshwater: Lakes, ponds, rivers, streams. No salt in water.
● Estuary: Where mouth of river meets the ocean. “Brackish” water-partly 

salty and partly fresh. Animals & plants adapt to changing salt levels.
● Wetlands: Also called marshes and swamps. Low lying areas filled with 

water at least part of the year. Can be salty if near the coast or fresh if 
farther inland.

● Ocean: Large body of salt water divided by continents. Many different 
ecosystems in ocean, depending on depth, temperature or salinity. Most 
organisms live where the water is shallow.

Food Chains & Food Webs 
Producers: Make own food through photosynthesis. Get energy from sun.

Ex: Green plants, algae, fern, grass, tree, duckweed, elodea 
Consumers: Get energy from eating producers or other consumers. 

● Herbivores: Eat only producers-plant eaters. 
● Carnivores: Eat only meat-eat other consumers.
● Omnivores: Eat both producers & consumers

Decomposer/Scavenger: Nature’s recyclers. Recycle dead material & return nutrients to soil.
Food Chain- How energy is transferred through an ecosystem. 10% of energy is passed.
**STUDY MORE: How are food chains affected when one species dies/overpopulates?
Interdependence- 2 or more organisms working together to survive. 

Water Cycle
● Sun is the driving force of the water cycle.
● Evaporation-sun heats the water turns it into a vapor.
● Condensation- vapor cools and turns into a cloud
● Precipitation- rain, snow, sleet, hail falls from the sky
● Transpiration- water vapor returns to the air through plants’ leaves. 

Forces

Potential Energy-Stored 

Kinetic Energy- Energy
 in motion

● More mass=more momentum  More speed= more momentum
● More mass = more energy
● Less mass = faster acceleration
● Inertia-tendency of an object in motion to stay in motion or 

stay at rest 
● Gravity- downward force that pulls objects towards Earth
● Friction- force that opposes motion
● Smoother surface = less friction 

   Balanced Forces- No movement

  Unbalanced Forces- Movement in the 
direction of the stronger force

Speed= distance
                  time

Deceleration   Acceleration Stopped Constant
Weather
Weather-Daily condition of the atmosphere.   Study weather tools!       
Climate-Common average weather conditions over a long period of time. 
Seasons change because of the Earth’s tilt. When the Earth is closest to sun, its summer.
The seasons are opposite in the northern & southern hemispheres. 
The equator is the imaginary line around the middle of the Earth. The sun always shines on 
the Equator.  Poles are cold & middle of the Earth has a tropical, warm climate. 
Clouds- Clouds are made of tiny water droplets. Condensation-formation of clouds. 

*Cirrus-Thin & wispy, high in the sky. Made of ice crystals. Fair weather.
*Cumulus-White & fluffy, look like cotton. Fair weather. 
*Cumulonimbus-Flat bottoms, anvil top. Thunder clouds. Heavy rain & storms
*Stratus-Grey, uniform clouds. Blanket the sky. Drizzle or mist. 
*Fog-Cloud on the ground. Forms when moisture rises from warm of Earth to     

colder air. 
Fronts-A boundary where two air masses meet and weather forms. Study more!
Jet stream-Bands of high speed wind, blows WEST to EAST, move weather across US.
El Nino-Climate pattern in Pacific ocean where ocean gets warmer than usual. Study effects!
Wind-Caused by uneven heating of Earth-convection. Westerlies, responsible for weather movement 
across the US. Study Easterlies, Westerlies, Doldrums, Trade Winds. 



Human BodySystem Parts Function

Digestive Mouth, esophagus, stomach, small 
intestine, large intestine

Digestion allows your body to get nutrients & energy it 
needs from food you eat. 

Circulatory
(Cardio-  
vascular)

Heart, blood vessels, veins (toward) 
&  arteries (away)

The heart sends blood around your body. The blood 
provides your body with oxygen & nutrients. It also 
carries away waste. 

Respiratory Nose, mouth, windpipe (trachea), 
lungs, diaphragm

Respiration or breathing. Respiration carries oxygen to 
your cells throughout your body. Oxygen gives your cells 
energy.

Nervous Brain, spinal cord, nerves Sends electrical signals to control everything you do like 
walking, talking, thinking and feeling.

Muscular Muscles, tendons. 
3 different types of muscle: 
-stomach, heart, skeletal

Involuntary muscles like heart and stomach you cannot 
control. They pump blood and digest your food. 
Voluntary muscles you can control. They move your 
bones. 

Skeletal Bones: skull, spine, ribs, pelvis, 
vertebrae. 

Framework of your body. Provides support and 
protection to your organs. Allows you to move. 

All Cells need food, water, gases, waste disposal to survive. 
Unicellular organism: Made of one cell. Lives in water. Gets food, water, gas, and 
waste disposal from the environment.  Can perform all life functions within one 
cell.

Examples: Bacteria, amoeba, 
Multicellular organism: Made of MANY cells. May or may not live in water. Needs 
transport systems (like the body systems above) to transport food, water, gas, to 
the cell  and waste away. 

Examples: Human, whale, sunflower

Study more:       How do the systems              WORK    TOGETHER?

Genetics

● Children, or offspring, can be similar to their parents because of 
genetics.

● Offspring inherit traits from their parents. Inherit means pass down. 
● Traits-characteristics of a living organism.

Inherited Traits
* Eye color  *Hair color  *Hair type  *Height  *Ear lobe shape  *Freckles  

*Dimples
*Fur color   *Nose shape  *Handedness  

Non Inherited Traits (Learned) 
*Hair style  *Musical ability  *Ability to throw a ball  *Language  *Personality  

Heat & Matter
● 3 states of matter: Solid, liquid, gas 
● Heat causes matter to change state

Physical Change- a change in the size, shape or state of matter.
● Caused by motion, pressure, or temperature. 

Chemical Change- Molecules of matter change. Usually cannot be reversed. A 
new substance is formed. 

● Clues: Gas forms, color changes, light or heat is given off.

Gas
(Vapor)

Liquid
(Water)

Solid
(Ice) 

Heat removed Heat removed

Heat added Heat added

Add heat: 
Molecules 
expand & 

move fast 
Remove 
heat: 
Molecules 
contract & 
move slow

Conduction: Heat transfer between two materials that touch.
Convection: Heat transfer through a liquid or gas. 
Radiation: Heat transfer through electromagnetic waves. No direct 
contact.

**Warm, less dense, air rises**
**Cold, more dense, air sinks**


